Developing Biometrics in the EU - March 2010

Although biometrics as such are not problematic, their naive use can raise serious ethical questions about their impact on society. It can compromise claimed security objectives, inadvertently putting citizens’ rights in danger, whilst not necessarily boosting either interoperability at the technical level, nor politico-security goals at Member State and EU level. The paper addresses biometrics, body scanner and related issues of identity management function and mission creep. It makes suggestions for a better evaluation of legislative options which address and safeguard citizens’ liberties, privacy and data protection and overcome weaknesses in current legislative responses and data practices. The paper also concludes that a well thought ethical use of information and communication technology is imperative.

Policy Departments: who are we?

Effective parliamentary work relies on specialised, objective, high-quality and up-to-date information. To this end, five units responsible for research, analysis and policy advice, known as policy departments, were created to provide this expert advice. Their activities cover all areas of competence of the European Parliament, producing high-level independent advice, based on research carried out either in-house or by external researchers.

Outputs: The written output of these departments comprises a wide range of products, including internal studies, policy briefings, briefing notes, horizontal notes, quick policy insights, country briefings, country security assessments, data sheets, tables and databases of budgets, financial services and the Single Market; speaking points and draft speeches; fact-sheets (available both in printed form and on the Parliament’s website); newsletters and ‘Awareness Research’ bulletins; regular email updates to MEPs on important issues by policy area.

On the basis of political decisions taken by the coordinators of the committees, the Policy Departments also supervise external studies commissioned from researchers and experts. The staff nurture contacts with the academic community and with Think Tanks, law firms and specialised consulting firms. Policy Department staffs regularly update their technical and legal knowledge and create links between internal and external experts.

Events: The Policy Departments organise events that enhance Parliament’s analytical capacity and develop common approaches to current political issues. The following events occur regularly:

- thematic workshops;
- conferences held in cooperation with national parliaments;
- monetary dialogue with the European Central Bank;
- presentations by external experts for committee hearings and exchanges of views;
- technical meetings organised by internal experts to support major legislative proposals;
- parliamentary citizens AGORAs;
- conferences such as the EuroMediterranean Agricultural Conference and the Joint Coordination Meetings on CFSP/CSDP;
- Policy and Citizens’ Rights and Constitutional Affairs Rapporteurs;
- Policy and Budgetary Affairs Rapporteurs; and
- policy hubs including in-house experts and Think Tanks.

Scrutiny: Policy Departments also provide research support to enhance the European Parliament’s capacity to monitor EU negotiations and the implementation of international agreements, including trade agreements. The departments have developed an in-house methodology to scrutinise EU-funded projects.

Newsletter

The Policy Departments’ newsletter offers a monthly overview of the main upcoming events organised in the European Parliament, a summary of key studies in preparation and a direct link to the major studies published recently. To receive this monthly newsletter, please send an email to: ep-policypackages@ep.europa.eu
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Background

Data processing has changed extensively in the last two decades and attitudes towards data privacy have undergone considerable evolution. In response to all these issues, the European Commission proposed a package of proposals in January 2012 - a Regulation and a Directive - to eliminate the current legal fragmentation and provide a modern, consistent and strong legal framework for all data processing activities in the EU for the years to come.

The Regulation lays down the legal framework applicable to data processing activities in the EU, either by private or public entities. The Directive sets out the legal framework applicable to processing activities by law enforcement authorities for law enforcement purposes.

The European Parliament is co-legislator with the Council.

Inside

This leaflet provides extracts from a compilation of papers prepared by the European Parliament’s Policy Departments on “Economic and Scientific Policy” and on “Citizens’ Rights and Constitutional Affairs” in relation to data protection issues in the EU.

Scan the QR code or just click on the title of the publication to access it directly.

Publications

Data and security breaches and cybersecurity strategies in the EU and international counterparts - August 2013

Following the European Commission’s 2013 proposals for a Network and Information Security Directive, this document provides an overview of the definition of security incidents and breaches and an analysis of their scale and trends. The authors summarise the efforts made currently at EU-level in order to address network and information security. They also specifically review some of the provisions of the Commission’s proposals and offer recommendations. Some of the concerns highlighted include: the relationship of incident notification achieving the outcomes of the directive, the potential for overlapping regulation and the definitions of covered entities and incidents addressed.
Protection of Personal Data in Work-Related Relations - April 2013

This study looks at the possibilities to complement the general data protection framework with specific rules for employment relations. Data protection in employment relations clearly touches on labour law. The specific actors involved, the social partners, and the strategies used in the past to harmonise labour law, are taken into account. The study evaluates the application of the existing general data protection framework in employment relations and considers possible options to improve it.

Data Protection Review: Impact on EU Innovation and Competitiveness - December 2012

This document assesses the impacts of the proposed General Data Protection Regulation in terms of the effectiveness with which it is likely to attain its objectives, the efficiency with which it might do so and its consistency with other elements of European policy. It examines the likely impacts of the proposal and two alternative options on the competitiveness and innovation performance of the European data processing value network - those who control and process personal data and those who supply essential inputs or use the services provided. The assessment focuses on: (i) automated data processing and profiling; (ii) documenting and demonstrating compliance with the law; and (iii) data transfers to non-European jurisdictions. Whilst considering a variety of perspectives including big data, cloud computing and profiling; (ii) documenting and demonstrating compliance with the law; and (iii) data transfers to non-European jurisdictions. Whilst considering a variety of perspectives including big data, cloud computing and profiling; (ii) documenting and demonstrating compliance with the law; and (iii) data transfers to non-European jurisdictions.

Evaluating Current and Forthcoming Proposals on JHA Databases and a Smart Borders System at EU External Borders - November 2012

This study examines current and forthcoming measures related to the exchange of data and information in the Justice and Home Affairs policies of the EU. It focuses on the so-called 'Smart Borders' initiative, which consists of an 'Entry/Exit System' to record the time and place of entry and the length of authorised short stays in an electronic database, and a 'Registered Travellers Programme' allowing certain groups of frequent travellers, subject to appropriate pre-screening. The study argues that there is no reversibility in the growing reliance on data and information exchange schemes and raises the question of whether current and forthcoming proposals are necessary and original. It also outlines the main challenges raised by the proposals, including issues related to the right to data protection, privacy and non-discrimination.

Fighting Cyber Crime and Protecting Privacy in the Cloud - October 2012

This study addresses the challenges raised by cloud computing. Although not a new technology as such, cloud computing contributes to the increasing number of cross-border data transfers. In addition, the growing reliance on its infrastructures and services poses a series of challenges for EU policies and strategies. This study starts by investigating the issues at stake, including the risk of loss of control over individual identity and data, and explores how the EU is addressing the identified concerns. It examines the current EU framework in the field and highlights certain legal aspects related to the right to data protection, including the development of a legal definition of cybercrime, the issue of jurisdiction, responsibility and the regulation of data transfers to third countries.

Reforming the Data Protection Package - September 2012

The reform of the data protection package promises to improve both the internal market dimension and consumer protection. This study aims to provide background information and advice on priority measures and actions to be undertaken in the reform of the data protection package. The study is based upon four aspects: mapping new technologies and services; analysing the internal market dimension; strengthening the rights of the consumer; and international data transfers. The study concludes that in general, the proposed Regulation represents improvements in each of the aspects covered, however, there are a number of recommendations which can be made to improve its content and achieve the goals set.

Data Protection in the Internal Market Information System - May 2012

This briefing note deals with some data protection aspects of the European Commission's proposal for a Regulation on administrative cooperation through the Internal Market Information System. Amongst other things, the proposal extends the data retention period from 6 months, as it is now, to 5 years. The briefing note investigates whether there are any grounds which justify this extension and assesses the compliance of the proposal with the existing legal framework. It generally concludes that the extension of the retention period may only be partly justified for allowing data subjects to exercise their rights effectively. However, if this were the sole purpose of the longer retention period, the proposal would have to be amended in order to specify that the data may only be used for this purpose.

Does it Help or Hinder? - Promotion of Innovation on the Internet and Citizens’ Right to Privacy - December 2011

This study investigates the interplay between internet innovation and privacy in an attempt to suggest approaches to address the tensions and exploit the synergies identified. It proposes working definitions of innovation and privacy and reviews the literature about their interaction. The authors interpret the possible tensions and problems in terms of market and system failures and analyse the relevant legal and policy aspects in relation to examples of privacy invasion and/or protection by innovating companies. Relevant case studies such as cloud computing and online behavioural advertising are analysed, using a four-issue framework. Following a gap analysis according to a model of failure, a series of recommendations aimed at different stakeholders are also presented.

Towards a New EU Legal Framework for Data Protection and Privacy - Challenges, Principles and the Role of the European Parliament - September 2011

This study addresses the new challenges stemming from data processing policies and systems falling in the scope of police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters in the EU Area of Freedom, Security and Justice. It suggests that the new EU legal framework on data protection needs to ensure it has a genuine impact on future EU security measures and delivers protection in a practical way. Such an impact can only be realised if data protection becomes relevant at all stages of EU policy-making processes as a fundamental right. For this to take effect, the principles of accountability, openness and transparency, along with other specific, common legal standards and monitoring mechanisms for data protection need to be established and guaranteed.
Protection of Personal Data in Work-Related Relations - April 2013

This study looks at the possibilities to complement the general data protection framework with specific rules for employment relations. Data protection in employment relations clearly touches on labour law. The specific actors involved, the social partners, and the strategies used in the past to harmonise labour law, are taken into account. The study evaluates the application of the existing general data protection framework in employment relations and considers possible options to improve it.

Data Protection Review: Impact on EU Innovation and Competitiveness - December 2012

This document assesses the impacts of the proposed General Data Protection Regulation in terms of the effectiveness with which it is likely to attain its objectives, the efficiency with which it might do so and its consistency with other elements of European policy. It examines the likely impacts of the proposal and two alternative options on the competitiveness and innovation performance of the European data processing value network - those who control and process personal data and those who supply essential inputs or use the services provided. The assessment focuses on: (i) automated data processing and profiling; (ii) documenting and demonstrating compliance with the law; and (iii) data transfers to non-European jurisdictions. Whilst considering a variety of perspectives including big data, cloud computing and privacy-friendly technologies, it identifies a variety of impacts and areas for improvement.

Evaluating Current and Forthcoming Proposals on JHA Databases and a Smart Borders System at EU External Borders - November 2012

This study examines current and forthcoming measures related to the exchange of data and information in the Justice and Home Affairs policies of the EU. It focuses on the so-called ‘Smart Borders’ initiative, which consists of an ‘Entry/Exit System’ to record the time and place of entry and the length of authorised short stays in an electronic database, and a ‘Registered Travellers Programme’ allowing certain groups of frequent travellers, subject to appropriate pre-screening. The study argues that there is no reversibility in the growing reliance on data and information exchange schemes and raises the question of whether current and forthcoming proposals are necessary and original. It also outlines the main challenges raised by the proposals, including issues related to the right to data protection, privacy and non-discrimination.

Reforming the Data Protection Package - September 2012

The reform of the data protection package promises to improve both the internal market dimension and consumer protection. This study aims to provide background information and advice on priority measures and actions to be undertaken in the reform of the data protection package. The study is based upon four aspects: mapping new technologies and services; analysing the internal market dimension; strengthening the rights of the consumer; and international data transfers. The study concludes that in general, the proposed Regulation represents improvements in each of the aspects covered, however, there are a number of recommendations which can be made to improve its content and achieve the goals set.

Data Protection in the Internal Market Information System - May 2012

This briefing note deals with some data protection aspects of the European Commission’s proposal for a Regulation on administrative cooperation through the Internal Market Information System. Amongst other things, the proposal extends the data retention period from 6 months, as it is now, to 5 years. The briefing note investigates whether there are any grounds which justify this extension and assesses the compliance of the proposal with the existing legal framework. It generally concludes that the extension of the retention period may only be partly justified for allowing data subjects to exercise their rights effectively. However, if this were the sole purpose of the longer retention period, the proposal would have to be amended in order to specify that the data may only be used for this purpose.

Does it Help or Hinder? - Promotion of Innovation on the Internet and Citizens’ Right to Privacy - December 2011

This study investigates the interplay between internet innovation and privacy in an attempt to suggest approaches to address the tensions and exploit the synergies identified. It proposes working definitions of innovation and privacy and reviews the literature about their interaction. The authors interpret the possible tensions and problems in terms of market and system failures and analyse the relevant legal and policy aspects in relation to examples of privacy invasion and/or protection by innovating companies. Relevant case studies such as cloud computing and online behavioural advertising are analysed, using a four-issue framework. Following a gap analysis according to a model of failure, a series of recommendations aimed at different stakeholders are also presented.

Towards a New EU Legal Framework for Data Protection and Privacy - Challenges, Principles and the Role of the European Parliament - September 2011

This study addresses the new challenges stemming from data processing policies and systems falling in the scope of police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters in the EU Area of Freedom, Security and Justice. It suggests that the new EU legal framework on data protection needs to ensure it has a genuine impact on future EU security measures and delivers protection in a practical way. Such an impact can only be realised if data protection becomes relevant at all stages of EU policy-making processes as a fundamental right. For this to take effect, the principles of accountability, openness and transparency, along with other specific, common legal standards and monitoring mechanisms for data protection need to be established and guaranteed.
Although biometrics as such are not problematic, their naive use can raise serious ethical questions about their impact on society. It can compromise claimed security objectives, inadvertently putting citizens’ rights in danger, whilst not necessarily boosting either interoperability at the technical level, nor politico-security goals at Member State and EU level. The paper addresses biometrics, body scanner and related issues of identity management function and mission creep. It makes suggestions for a better evaluation of legislative options which address and safeguard citizens’ liberties, privacy and data protection and overcome weaknesses in current legislative responses and data practices. The paper also concludes that a well thought ethical use of information and communication technology is imperative.

**Policy Departments: who are we?**

Effective parliamentary work relies on specialised, objective, high-quality and up-to-date information. To this end, five units responsible for research, analysis and policy advice, known as policy departments, were created to provide this expert advice. Their activities cover all areas of competence of the European Parliament, producing high-level independent advice, based on research carried out either in-house or by external researchers.

**Outputs:**

The written output of these departments comprises a wide range of products, including internal studies, policy briefings, briefing notes, horizontal notes, quick policy insights, country briefings, country security assessments, data sheets, tables and databases of budgets, financial services and the Single Market, speaking points and draft speeches, factsheets (available both in printed form and on the Parliament’s website), newsletters and ‘Awareness Research’ bulletins, regular email updates to MEPs on important issues by policy area.

On the basis of political decisions taken by the coordinators of the committees, the Policy Departments also supervise external studies commissioned from researchers and experts. The staff nurture contacts with the academic community and with Think Tanks, law firms and specialised consulting firms. Policy Department staffers regularly update their technical and legal knowledge and create links between internal and external experts.

**Events:**

The Policy Departments organise events that enhance Parliament’s analytical capacity and develop common approaches to current political issues. The following events occur regularly:

- thematic workshops;
- conferences held in cooperation with national parliaments;
- monetary dialogue with the European Central Bank;
- presentations by external experts for committee hearings and
  - thematic workshops;
- monetary dialogue with the European Central Bank;
- presentations by external experts for committee hearings and
  - thematic workshops;
- monetary dialogue with the European Central Bank;
- presentations by external experts for committee hearings and

**Scrutiny:**

Policy Departments also provide research support to enhance the European Parliament’s capacity to monitor EU negotiations and the implementation of international agreements, including trade agreements. The departments have developed an in-house methodology to scrutinise EU-funded projects.

**Contacts**

- Policy Department
  - Economics and Monetary Policy
  - Committees: ECON, EDF, ERMU, ERSAS, IMCO, ITRE
  - epdp-economy-scientific@ep.europa.eu
- Policy Department
  - Internal Policies
  - Committees: AGRI, CULT, Fisch, BLD, IMCO
  - epdp-policydepartment@ep.europa.eu
- Policy Department
  - Citizens’ Rights and Constitutional Affairs
  - Committees: AVF, FEMM, AVL, LIBE, PETI
  - epdp-citizenright@ep.europa.eu
- Policy Department
  - Budgetary Affairs
  - Committees: BUDG, CONT
  - epdp-budget@ep.europa.eu
- Policy Department
  - External/Policies
  - Committees: ASE, DEM, DIM, ECR, GUE, NTG
  - epdp-ep@ep.europa.eu

**All studies:**

www.europarl.europa.eu/studies.html

**Newsletter**

The Policy Departments’ newsletter offers a monthly overview of the main upcoming events organised in the European Parliament, a summary of key studies in preparation and a direct link to the major studies published recently.

To receive this monthly newsletter, please send an email to:
ep-policydepartments@ep.europa.eu

**Publications**

Data and security breaches and cybersecurity strategies in the EU and international counterparts - August 2013

Following the European Commission’s 2013 proposals for a Network and Information Security Directive, this document provides an overview of the definition of security incidents and breaches and an analysis of their scale and trends. The authors summarise the efforts made currently at EU-level in order to address network and information security. They also specifically review some of the provisions of the Commission’s proposals and offer recommendations. Some of the concerns highlighted include: the relationship of incident notification achieving the outcomes of the directive, the potential for overlapping regulation and the definitions of covered entities and incidents addressed.

**Background**

Data processing has changed extensively in the last two decades and attitudes towards data privacy have undergone considerable evolution. In response to all these issues, the European Commission proposed a package of proposals in January 2012 - a Regulation and a Directive - to eliminate the current legal fragmentation and provide a modern, consistent and strong legal framework for all data processing activities in the EU for the years to come.

The Regulation lays down the legal framework applicable to data processing activities in the EU, either by private or public entities. The Directive sets out the legal framework applicable to processing activities by law enforcement authorities for law enforcement purposes.

The European Parliament is co-legislator with the Council.